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President’s Message
We are looking forward to Paul Gray’s talk about environmentallyfriendly design of buildings at our Friday Coffee Morning on March 4th.
His talk will begin straight after the Senior Citizen’s Annual General
Meeting which will take a few minutes at 10:30 a.m. It is hoped that
quite a few U3A members, who are all members of the Senior Citizens
Centre, will attend. Coffee or tea and biscuits available from 10:00 a.m.
Paul Gray will be a familiar name to Kiewa Valley residents, as Paul was
a competitor in two Winter Olympics in the 1990’s, and the first
Australian to win the Kangaroo Hoppet marathon. He now works for a
design company based in Beechworth.
Alpine U3A courses and activities are up and running, though there are still quite a few members
from 2021 who haven’t enrolled yet.
The Committee is still looking to recruit members to it, so if you wish to help develop Alpine U3A
please advise our Secretary, Henry Ziemnicki.
We are starting to put together a schedule of guest speakers for future Coffee Mornings, but the
Committee welcomes proposals from members regarding guest speakers whom you think would be
interesting and approachable to address us.
Rollo Kiek, President.

March Coffee Morning
Coffee Morning/Guest Speaker on the 4th of March
Paul Gray - Sustainability Consultant
Build a Home, Not a Shelter
Paul Gray works part-time as a Sustainability Consultant for Detail Green, a
company based out of Beechworth. He fills in the rest of his week working
with a local builder, building healthy, energy efficient homes. Buildings
produce 40% of Australia's total greenhouse emissions. Join Paul on the 4th
of March to learn why he believes changing the way we build is the fastest,
most cost effective way to reduce our country's emissions and achieve a
carbon neutral future without relying on technology that doesn't exist yet.
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April Coffee Morning
Fiona from Kiewa Valley Sports & Spinal has agreed to be a guest speaker on 1st April 2022.

February Coffee Morning
From Paul L’Huillier
There were 28 members in attendance for our first Coffee Morning/Guest Speaker social gathering
for 2022 last Friday. Our speaker was Leading Senior Constable Peter Johns - Mount Beauty
Police. Peter spoke about residential safety (general crime) and covered a number of specific topics
such as: burglary, garage/shed security, fraud, e-crime and vehicle safety. President Rollo Kiek
thanked Peter and presented him with a gift.

Paul’s Topics
Senior Citizens Centre AGM
The Senior Citizens Centre Annual General Meeting is on Friday 4th March 2022 co
incident with the U3A Coffee Morning. Click this link to see the agenda and read all
reports <https://alpineu3a.org.au/senior-citizens-centre-agm/>.

Membership & Enrolment
1. Membership currently is 102 paid up. Last year we had 170 members.
This will be the last newsletter unpaid members will receive. If you wish to be a 2022
member of Alpine U3A you need to join and enrol in at least one course/activity.
As mentioned previously, if you are unsure about what to enrol in just enrol in the
Coffee Morning. This gets you into the System.
To join and enrol go to our website <www.alpineu3a.org.au> and click on the yellow
LOGIN bottom on the right of the menu bar. Select Existing Member and enter your
membership number and password. There are help guides on the website to assist
you to do this. If this is the first time you have logged into the System you will need to
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RESET the password. The lower part of the login screen indicates the link to click to
do this.
Please contact the Course Co-ordinator Paul L’Huillier (Mob: 0400 056 247) if you
need assistance enrolling, or ask a friend who has already done it.
The annual membership fee is $25.00 per person and can be paid over the counter at
the Bendigo Bank or online. New members are always welcomed.
2. Enrolments total 144.
Numbers in each course/activity are as follows:
• French –Advanced — 8
• French - Beginners & Intermediates — 8
• Bridge — 5
• Stretch – Monday — 20
• Pilates – Intermediate — 15
• Meditation – not running (only 3 enrolments)
• Mahjong - not running (only 4 enrolments)
• Table Tennis — 10
• Wednesday Bushwalking — 17
• Gym for Seniors —8
• Chess & Games — 5
• Craft — 14
• Stretch – Thursday — 18
• Thursday Walkers — 9
3. Convenors wanted for courses/activities
If you would like to have a go at convening a course/activity, or know of somebody
in the community, please contact the Course Co-ordinator Paul L’Huillier on email
<members@alpineu3a.org.au> or mobile: 0400 056 247 to discuss.

Senior Citizens Centre Chairs
A request — when handling the black plastic chairs at the
Centre please take care with stacking and sitting on them. We
have already had two damaged (photo below) and this could
become a safety issue.
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What Our Members are Doing
U3A Thursday Walkers

Enjoying their walk from left — Helen L’Huillier, Mike Parkinson (convenor),
Linda Parkinson (convenor), Ann Dickinson and Diana Bucovac - Photograph Peter Ledwoch.
The photo was taken during the Canyon Walk along Ovens River in Bright on the 10th Feb.

Rob, Ann, Peter, Diana and Linda at the Para Glider Launch Point
at Tawonga Gap on 24th of February
Photograph – Mike Parkinson
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U3A Craft Group

Lorice Vine, music teacher, called in to show the ladies her crochet bags
Photograph Christina Callinan 24th Frebruary

French for Intermediate and Beginners
Madame la Professeuse Luise Mock, mobile 0427941388
Mes amis,
In French for intermediate beginners, Monday, 9 am- 10:30 am, for the time being held at the CFA
shed in Tawonga, we played French Scrabble last Monday 21st of February, and on Valentine’s day
14.2.2022 we started to listen to and then read and translate the famous story by Alphonse Daudet:
Le Cure de Cucugnan from the ‘Lettres de Mon Moulin’
The following two links get you to two audio versions:Full story link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pmWrfJl1C8

Shortened story with subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HBuUSBwuSvQ

Enjoy and join us, if you like, we have room for more students! Or simply enjoy this at your
leisure.
You might even revise some English grammar on the way to learning French! We introduce and
revise grammar topics whilst reading and translating the story and of course practise and expand our
vocabulary.
If you fancy the whole book of stories by Alphonse Daudet, go to the website of the Gutenberg
Project, where you find many a good book online, all free!
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Our story is in full on page 125 in this book!
The Project Gutenberg EBook, Lettres de mon Moulin, by
Alphonse Daudet
This eBook is for the use of anyone anywhere at no cost and
with almost no restrictions whatsoever. You may copy it, give
it away or re-use it under the terms of the Project Gutenberg
License included with this eBook or online at
www.gutenberg.org

Regards
Luise 0427941388

Member stories.
This is your newsletter and we really need your stories. U3A members have interesting lives
and experiences. So members are requested to submit anecdotes and stories for inclusion in
the Member Story section for future Newsletters. Send your story, with photographs, to the
Secretary at secretary@alpineu3a.org.au, or the Editor at scsiac@bigpond.com .
The Editor
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Member Story
From Ian Cohn
World Aviation Records - Chapter 2
After the Solomon Airlines delivery flights “speed over a recognised course” world records, I kept
thinking that a world distance record for the Boeing 737 weight category would be a much more
significant achievement. Australian Airlines had a program of new B737-400 deliveries through
1992 which might provide opportunities, so, at home, after work, I set about doing the research
necessary to come up with a viable distance record attempt.
Airlines are usually chronically short of funds and don’t budget for record attempts, so any record
attempt route had to be close to the normal direct delivery route from Seattle to Melbourne. So I set
about finding two airfields in the Pacific area that would give the required distance, at least one
percent longer than the current record at the time, about 6,100 km. The distance between Hilo on
the island of Hawaii and Noumea in New Caledonia was 6,255 km, met the criterion of being at
least 1% more than the previous record distance for Class C-1m turbo-jet aircraft, and was virtually
on the best direct route between Seattle and Melbourne. This route also crosses the equator and
wind components were likely to be light, possibly slight head or tailwinds. This distance was likely
to be at the extreme end of the range capability of the B737-400.

Having established a possible route, I had to set
about establishing/finding a B737-400
configuration that was capable of flying that route
complying with fuel reserves required, alternate
airfield requirements and other criteria required by
the airline.

To juggle all the factors involved I constructed a giant Excel spreadsheet.
•

Aircraft weight:- The aircraft weight had to be minimized to minimize fuel consumption.
So initially I assumed no installed passenger seats except for one row for essential crew. It
was also assumed that there would be no freight except essential spares for the delivery
flight.

•

Fuel Density:- Fuel density had to be maximised. I assumed that the aircraft would leave
the Seattle area (actually Port Angeles) with full fuel arriving at Hilo with a significant fuel
load. Fuel supplied in the Seattle area had relatively high density. I also assumed that
refueling at Hilo would be done around dawn to give the lowest possible fuel temperature
and the highest density available.

•

Fuel capacity:- As much fuel as possible has to be loaded. In addition to filling the fuel
tanks to the normal level, the cut-off switch circuit breakers have to be pulled to allow fuel
to be pumped into the fuel tank airspace and overflow pipes (very carefully at low rates to
prevent spillage).

•

Expected Wind Components – For the date of the flight the expected wind component for
Hilo to Noumea was around 10 kt head wind at the best cruising altitude. And I could not
do anything to change this.

•

Aircraft Centre of Gravity – Aft centre of gravity produces less trim drag and lower fuel
burn. So the galley supplies and the one row of seats and delivery flight spares had to be
loaded at the back of the aircraft.
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•

Climb Speed – The Climb speed for best range from the Boeing Operations manual was
assumed.

•

Cruise Altitude and True airspeed – Since the aeroplane was to be relatively lightly loaded
the optimum fuel efficient (and maximum permitted) cruising altitude of 37,000 feet was
assumed for most of the flight, and the cruising speed for maximum range.

•

Descent Point and Speed – The optimum descent speed for maximum range and the
optimum start of descent distance was assumed.

•

Take-off direction – There was a military restricted area close to Hilo on the desired
outbound track and a slight increase in distance had to be assumed to go around this. On the
actual flight, the take-off direction was optimum, and a clearance was given to pass straight
through this area.

•

Fuel burn change from “book” values – The fuel burn versus the Boeing Operations Manual
fuel burn data was assumed to be identical and from memory this was the case, as
determined on the first leg between Port Angeles and Hilo.

•

Fuel Reserve at Landing – This has to be at least one hours flight time. From memory the
landing fuel at Noumea was close to the one hour reserve required.

•

Contingency landing sites – For alternate landing runways towards the end of the flight there
were two available. The first was at Port Vila, capital of Vanuatu and the second was Nadi
in Fiji. The Captain would have to decide early to go to one of these alternates if the runway
at Noumea was likely to be unavailable due to weather problems.

Having done the research and achieving promising predictions from my Excel spreadsheet, the data
was entered into the Australian Airlines computer flight planning program with the help of
Navigation Officer, Trevor Aitken, and this gave promising results as well.
Having established that the record flight was feasible, I had to convince Australian Airlines
management that the record flight should be attempted, and convince the Flight Operations
Department that it was a reasonable project to do and that the flight would meet acceptable safety
standards. The year 1992 was difficult because Australia was still in recession economically so
funds were scarce. For the record(s) to be certified the Royal Federation of Aero Clubs had to be
paid a fee of around $1,000 and there were other minor additional expenses. However, the
management eventually agreed. They baulked however, at letting me fly on the delivery flight.
This was a great disappointment.
My friends Captain Ian Haigh, B737 flight captain and Training Captain Peter Casey were
nominated as the flight crew. There was a last minute hitch in that the aircraft weight was increased
because some inspection staff and their families were assigned to return from Seattle to Melbourne
on the delivery flight. However, there was a slender fuel reserve margin available and provided the
winds were as estimated or better the record flight could proceed. The flight from Port Angeles
(where the aircraft had an extra fuel tank installed) to Hilo went as planned.

Australian Airlines Boeing 737-400 VH-TJO
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On the next day, the wind turned into a slight tailwind component and the computer flight plan gave
the go ahead. The flight was then straight forward. As it turned out, the alternate airport of Port
Vila was out of contention due to heavy rain as the aircraft passed overhead, but Noumea was clear.
I recall experiencing some tension as I waited in my office at Melbourne airport to get news of the
safe arrival of the aeroplane, VH-TJO, at Noumea. Eventually I called the control tower at Noumea
and was advised that TJO was in circuit. So all that remained was to claim the record.

Peter Casey and Ian Haigh with me offering congratulations at Melbourne.

The aircraft flew from Noumea to Melbourne the next day and I greeted the crew at the Melbourne
Maintenance base as per the picture. I had no trouble this time obtaining Air Traffic Controller
take-off and landing certifications and submitted the required documentation to the Royal
Federation of Aero Clubs acting for the FAI, and in due course the distance record and the three
“speed over a recognised course” records were ratified.

The distance record certificate
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The Editor’s Epistle
Thank you Annemarie for your kind words regarding the last edition.
From former Alpine U3A member Nick Brown
Recently on my Adelaide radio station, PBA-FM, amongst other tributes, I played the song “Misty”
as a tribute to the actress who played the baddie in the movie and died last year in March.
Jessica Walter (January 31, 1941 – March 24, 2021) was an American actress who
appeared in over 170 film, stage and television productions. In film, she was best known
for her role as a psychotic and obsessed fan of a local disc jockey in the 1971 Clint
Eastwood film, Play Misty for Me.
Editor’s Note: If you would like to listen in to Nick’s weekly Thursday evening program, stream
www.pbafm.org.au and press the listen button. Usually at 9.30 Victorian time. I wonder whether
Nick, as a legendary Disc Jockey, has ever received any requests to play “Misty”?
Cohn’s Law
The more time you spend in reporting on what you are doing, the less time you have to do anything.
Stability is achieved when you spend all your time doing nothing but reporting on the nothing you
are doing.
The Percy Report

In his annual moult, Simmonds Creek Road resident peacock, Lonely Percy, has dropped
most of his tail feathers so he looks only half the peacock he used to be.
Ukulele Topics
As the old joke goes, a gentleman is someone who can play the ukulele but doesn’t.
Q: What’s the difference between an onion and a Ukulele.
A: No one cries when a Ukulele is cut in half.
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